
Reflection Questions for Students 

1. What did I actually achieve with this piece of work? Which were the most difficult parts, and why 
were they difficult for me? Which were the most straightforward parts, and why did I find these 
easy? 
 

2. How well do I think I achieved the intended learning outcomes for this task? Where could I have 
improved my achievement? Why didn't I improve it at the time? 
 

3. What have I got out of doing this assignment? How have I developed my knowledge and skills? 
How do I see the payoff from doing this assignment helping me in the longer term? 
 

4. What else have I got out of doing this assignment? Have I developed other skills and knowledge, 
which may be useful elsewhere at another time? If so, what are my own emergent learning 
outcomes from doing this assignment? 
 

5. What was the best thing I did? Why was this the best thing I did? How do I know that this was the 
best thing I did? 
 

6. What worked least well for me? Why did this not work well for me? What have I learned about 
the topic concerned from this not having worked well for me? What have I learned about myself 
from this not having worked well for me? What do I plan to do differently in future as a result of 
my answers to the above questions?  
 

7. With hindsight, how would I go about this assignment differently if doing it again from scratch? To 
what extent will this assignment influence the way I tackle anything similar in future? 
 

8. What did I find the greatest challenge in doing this work? Why was this a challenge to me? To 
what extent do I feel I have met this challenge? What can I do to improve my performance when 
next meeting this particular sort of challenge? 
 

9. What was the most boring or tedious part of doing this assignment for me? Can I see the point of 
doing these things? If not, how could the assignment have been re-designed to be more 
stimulating and interesting for me? 
 

10. Has it been worth the effort I put in? Do the marks represent a just reward? Should this 
assignment be worth more or less marks in the overall scheme of things?  
 

11. Do I feel that my time on this assignment has been well spent? If not, how could I have used my 
time more sensibly? Or should the assignment have been designed differently? Which parts of the 
assignment represent the time best spent? Which parts could be thought of as time wasted? 
 

12. How useful do I expect the feedback to be, that I receive on my efforts for this assignment? What 
sorts of feedback do I really want at this point in time? What sorts of feedback do I really need at 
this point in time? What are my expectations of getting useful feedback now, based on the 
feedback (or lack of it) that I've already received on past work? 
 



13. Overall, how has this assignment helped (or hindered) my motivation to learn more about this 
part of my syllabus? Has it encouraged me, or disillusioned me?  
 

14. To what extent has this assignment helped me to clarify what I need to learn about this topic? 
Have I a clearer picture after doing the assignment, or a foggier one? Who can help me gain a 
clearer picture, if the latter? 
 

15. To what extent has this assignment helped me to see where the goalposts stand for future 
assessments such as exams? Has it given me useful insights into what will be expected of me in 
future?  
 

16. What advice would I give go a friend about to start on the same assignment? How much time 
would I suggest that it would be worth putting into it? What pitfalls would I advise to be well 
worth not falling into? 
 

17. What are the three most important things that I think I need to do with this topic at this moment 
in time? Which of these do I think is the most urgent for me to do? When will I aim to start doing 
this, and what is a sensible deadline for me to have completed it by? 
 

18. What were your initial goals for this portfolio? 

19. What are your strengths in writing (reading/listening/speaking) that you find in the entries of your 
portfolio?  What might be some weaknesses? 

 
20. What do you see when you look at your earlier work? 

21. What is the entry of which you are most proud?  Why? 

22. What might you continue to work on in your continued study of the language? 

23. Did you achieve your goals set at the onset of your portfolio work?  Why or why not? 

 

 


